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Abstract
Encounter Gossip is a family of message propagation protocols for
mobile ad-hoc networks. The coverage of propagation (the fraction of
nodes that receive the message) can be made arbitrarily close to 1 at
the cost of increased bandwidth overhead. This paper evaluates the
performance of Encounter Gossip in a real world scenario: an office block
complex. The mobility trace of the experiment is examined and used as
the input for further simulations.
Keywords: Mobile Ad-hoc networks, message propagation, broadcasting.
1 Introduction
A Mobile Ad-hoc network (MANET) consists of small, mobile computing devices
(nodes), capable of sending messages to each other over relatively short distances.
It provides an appropriate medium for a collaborative undertaking when the
use of any fixed networking infrastructure is not feasible. Such an undertaking
generally benefits from the provision of a message propagation facility which
enables one node’s message to be received by all other nodes within a reasonably
short period of time, despite the hard-to-predict topological changes inherent in
a MANET.
Much of the existing works in the literature (e.g., [11, 28, 12, 5]) concentrate
on either minimizing the propagation overhead, mainly the number of broadcasts
carried out in order to propagate a message, or maximizing the propagation
coverage, i.e. the fraction of nodes that receive the message.
Of particular relevance to our work is a topology-independent and stateless
protocol, commonly called flooding, in which every node broadcasts a message
once, either immediately upon receipt or after a random interval [15, 27]. The
coverage tends to be poor when the density (usually defined as the average
number of nodes within a disc of radius equal to the wireless range) is low.
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We have proposed in [7] a family of protocols which preserve the attractive
features of flooding (e.g., topology independence), while achieving a coverage
close to 1 even at very low densities. These protocols, called Encounter Gossip,
require each node to carry out τ additional broadcasts, each one following an
encounter. While some of these broadcasts increase the coverage, the rest turn
out to be useless or redundant.
The objective of the work reported here is to evaluate the performance of
EG in a real world environment.
2 Encounter Gossip with threshold τ
Consider a mobile ad-hoc network consisting of n nodes, numbered 1, 2, . . . , n,
with similar wireless ranges. Each node is aware, and keeps a set, of the identities
of the nodes that are currently within its wireless range. That set of nodes is
referred to as the ‘current neighborhood’ and is assumed to be computed by
making use of ’beacons’ or ‘hello’ signals sent out at very short intervals by the
MAC layer (e.g., 802.11b).
The event when one node comes into another node’s neighborhood, is called
an encounter.
In the basic Encounter Gossip protocol, denoted as EG(τ), a node behaves
as follows:
1. Upon receiving or originating a new message, m, store it, together with
an associated counter, c(m), which is set to zero. Add the sending node
to the current neighbourhood, unless already present. If the current
neighbourhood contains nodes other than the sending one, broadcast m
and increment c(m) by 1.
2. At every encounter thereafter, if c(m) ≤ τ , broadcast m and increment
c(m) by 1.
3. When c(m) = τ+1, remove m from memory (but keep its sequence number
in order to remember that it has been handled).
By increasing the value of τ , the coverage can be made to approach 1, at the
cost of more broadcasts and of storing m for a longer period. In [7], it is shown
that, under certain assumptions, choosing τ ≈ 2 lnn can be expected to provide
a coverage close to 1.
3 Assumptions in Simulation
We examined its performance using simulation experiments which showed
favourable results. Let us now examine the assumptions behind our simulation
models.
There are six common assumptions made in simulation of wireless networks,
as presented by Kotz et al [18, 19]. We recap on these assumptions here, and
show which of these are applicable to our earlier simulation models.
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1. The world is flat
Clearly in a real network nodes may be anywhere in 3D space, not merely in
a 2D plane. Thus nodes close to one another horizontally may be separated
vertically.
2. Radio transmission is circular
Radio range in the real world is far from regular. In fact it is neither
circular nor convex and often non contiguous.
3. All nodes have equal transmission range
Even identical nodes will in reality seldom have the same radio range as
atmospheric conditions and node placement and orientation may heavily
effect the range. Also as batteries discharge radio range decreases.
4. Communication is Symmetric
Naturally in the real world, if transmission ranges are not equal then a
Nodei that can receive transmissions from Nodej does not imply that
Nodej can receive transmission from Nodei.
5. If a node hears a transmission, it hears it perfectly
In the real world transmission success is not a binary process where
transmissions are successful when in range and not when out of range.
There is no sudden drop off as radio range is reached.
6. Signal Strength is a simple function of distance
The reality is that whilst transmission success reduces with distance under
a power law function, the environment can provide obstacles that create
obstructions, reflections diffusion and scattering of signals.
Our GloMoSim simulations used assumptions 1,2,3,4 and 6 from this list.
The TWO-RAY radio model used in our GloMoSim simulation provides a more
realistic propagation scenario, where reflection from the ground is also considered
thus assumption 5 is not made. This however still does not include occlusion or
reflection by any obstacles so communication is still likely to be more symmetric
than in reality.
We now introduce real world problems, describe how these are revealed in
our experiment and our attempts at overcoming them.
In the real world, problems exist that these simulation assumptions abstract
away. When compared to our GloMoSim Simulations a real world experiment
would help address 3 distinct issues:
Fading and transient network links [6]:
Once a connection has been established between two nodes, even without
mobility, the ability to transmit between two nodes is not constant. Suc-
cessful transmission of a packet over a wireless network link is probabilistic
at best, as such when a connection between nodes is made (in our case
an encounter is experienced) it is not possible to determine the quality or
duration of that link. As such, data may be sent along an unstable channel
whilst assuming that transmission success rate will be quite high.
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Communication grey zones [24]:
A Nodei that is able to receive a transmission from another Nodej is not
necessarily able to transmit a successful reply. Three factors that contribute
to the forming of communication grey zones when using Encounter Gossip
are.
i Small Packet Size
Hello packets are considerably smaller than data packets and are
therefore much more likely to be successfully transmitted. Thus a
successful Hello transmission may lead to an encounter when there is
no possibility of transmitting data.
ii Fluctuating Links
As mentioned above, links may be transient and fade in and out, this
is especially true at the boundary of a node’s wireless range. Thus a
detected encounter may lead to a failed data transmission.
iii Asymmetric, non circular radio range
Since radio range is neither circular or identical among nodes, nodes
may experience encounters whilst they are not within transmission
range of one another: Nodei may encounter Nodej due to Nodej
successful Hello transmission. However if Nodei’s range is smaller
than Nodej ’s range Nodei will be unable to transmit data to Nodej .
Realistic mobility In our simulations, all nodes move using either Random
Waypoint, or Manhattan Grid mobility models. The Random Waypoint
model in particular has been heavily criticised for its inability to provide
steady state [30, 2]. The Random Waypoint Model is a very unrealistic
mobility pattern, especially when contrasted with natural human mobility.
Paths chosen by nodes under the Random Waypoint are extremely jagged
and at a constant speed between destinations. The Manhattan Grid whilst
marginally more realistic, still uses a random choice of path. Humans tend
instead to move from place to place on a specified route that is usually one
of the shortest, fastest or most interesting available.
With a real world experiment we can examine how Encounter Gossip per-
forms without these assumptions.
In this work we present a proof of concept implementation of Encounter
Gossip to show the performance of the protocol under real world conditions. We
conduct an experiment in a novel environment, Claremont Tower, a confined office
tower block with several physical obstacles that stand in the way of encounters
occurring. We examine some of the physical limitations of the encounter based
approach and present simple solutions. We show that Encounter Gossip achieves
a modest coverage even within such a difficult environment. Furthermore we
gather data from the experiment to create a real mobility pattern. We use this
real mobility pattern within simulation to explore performance across an ideal
radio network. These performance measures are a useful measure as to what
4
effect the protocol performs versus the technology.
The design of the implementation is described next in Section 4 including
language and platform choices. We discuss issues regarding encounter detection
in Section 5 and present a simple approach to tackling these issues. The experi-
ment itself is documented in Section6 and subsequently the results from this are
presented in 7. We then perform a simulation using newly acquired data and
perform further comparison and discussion in Section 9. Finally a summary of
our findings is presented in Section 11.
4 Implementation
4.1 Language Choice
Platform independent design is important as ideally we would like to be able
to test the protocol over a large number of devices; this would then be a
heterogeneous environment to allow more devices at our disposal to be included
in our experiment. Whilst Encounter Gossip is a routing protocol and should
therefore be placed in the network layer in the protocol stack, this would require
implementation to be hardware specific. Instead we implement Encounter Gossip
using Java at the application layer. This allows our code to run on any device
capable of running a Java virtual machine.
4.2 Hardware
A total of 18 PDAs and 1 Laptop were used to run the experiment. The laptop
was an IBM Thinkpad T30, 2GHz, 512MB RAM with internal Intel wireless mini
PCI card (for 802.11b) running ubuntu 6.06. The PDAs were HP iPAQ 5550,
400MHz, 128MB RAM, 48MB ROM, with on board 802.11b running Familiar
8.4 [13] using JamVM[23]. Familiar is a full featured linux distribution designed
for iPAQ and similar devices. JamVM is a small implementation JVM which
conforms to JVM specification 2 [22]. At the time of the experiment JamVM
did not include the Java 1.5 libraries for concurrency so we used the backport-
util-concurrent [21] which are based on Doug Lea’s Concurrent Programming in
Java [20].
5 Encounter Detection
As we mentioned in the introduction to this work, radio transmission between
nodes is asymmetric. This subjects transmission to a range of problems including
fading transient links and communication grey zones. Approaches have been
suggested to overcome these problems including artificially limiting the wireless
range of devices so that only when a signal is of sufficient strength should it
be deemed to be heard. Alternatively transmitting Hello messages at a lower
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power would mean that when hear the receiver would more likely be within
data transmission range. Implementing either of these solutions requires low
level access to the device, something that is not easy to achieve in Java, and
impossible to achieve platform independently.
Since fading transient links and communication grey zones are most prevalent
at the border of transmission range, they are especially problematic when
using an encounter based approach to broadcast. This is because they cause
encounters during which data may not be successfully transmitted. Along with
this the transiency of radio link means that a node may receive Hello messages
intermittently. In the worst case this would cause multiple repeated encounters
and cause any messages in the node’s buffer to be retransmitted redundantly.
Worse still these extra encounters would cause message counters c(m) to reach
threshold τ too rapidly and thus terminate protocol for those messages early.
We implement a simple solution of requiring H multiple consecutive beacon
transmissions to be received to determine whether a node is a neighbour or
not. In pairing with this is a neighbourhood timeout T during which at least
1 beacon must be received otherwise the neighbour will timeout and leave the
neighbourhood.
Initial tests of the encounter system indeed found that nodes on the bound-
aries of one another’s wireless range would fluctuate in and out of range and
thus generate frequent ’superficial’ encounters. Devices were noted for having
asymmetric ranges, depending on positioning of the devices with respect to
distance and interposing obstacles such as walls, floors etc. It was possible for
example for Nodek to detect Nodel’s presence without reciprocal detection.
This would naturally lead to lower coverage being achieved by this node.
Experiments that varied H, the number of consecutive beacons and T , the
neighbourhood timeout were conducted. Two nodes were used. Node1 was
brought from outside of wireless range towards Node2 at a speed of 0.5m every
10 seconds. Once an encounter was detected by Node1 all movement was stopped
and the number of encounters detected was counted on each device for a period
of 2 minutes. As H was increased, the nodes needed to be brought closer to one
another to achieve an encounter. As T was increased the number of encounters
experienced reduced and length of encounter increased. Once parameters H
and T were found that reduced the number of encounters to 1, we extended the
time that we measured over to 15 minutes. We found that there were several
encounters were observed, caused no doubt by fading transient links. To combat
these we increased the T , the neighbourhood timeout until these were removed.
We repeated this experiment with several different pair of nodes Node3 and
Node4 which gave different required H and T values. By averaging the results we
were able to find a working solution that produced minimal boundary fluctuation
between pairs of devices with the ability to still detect encounters and departures.
The H parameter also had the benefit of reducing the effect of asynchronous
wireless ranges and therefore hopefully reducing communication grey zones. We
found good values to be beacon interval 500ms, consecutive beacons H = 5,
neighbourhood timeout T = 2500ms.
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6 Real World Experiment
We perform an experiment to test the performance of Encounter Gossip under
difficult, real world conditions. We use an environment that is particularly
disruptive to communications by wireless, and in particular 802.11b communica-
tion. Many walls in Claremont Tower are extremely thick, most contain steel
reinforcement. On top of this, every office has a white board which contains
a steel sheet inside covering a large proportion of one wall which makes signal
transmission through that wall even less likely. In fact the floors in Claremont
Tower appear to allow wireless transmissions to pass easier than the walls. A
recent survey concluded that a minimum of 30 and optimally 45 high power
base stations would be required to provide coverage of the area [29]. For this
experiment we use only 19 devices 18 of these are PDAs with comparatively
low power radios. This gives us a low density of nodes in the network, this is
discussed further in Section 9.2.
6.1 Set Up
The experiment was run, in Claremont Tower, which houses the school of
computing science at Newcastle University. Volunteers were requested from the
school, from the number that responded a selection was made to maximise the
spread of the nodes whilst remaining based in the tower complex. Figure 1 shows
the layout of the Claremont Tower and figure 2 illustrates which rooms held
users with PDAs on each day of experiment. Table 2 can be cross referenced
to see which PDA users were based in which room. To prevent user interaction
with the device, each PDA was sealed in a cardboard box with a cut out for the
arial, and a belt loop fastening. Each user was requested to carry the PDA with
them at all times during the experiment.
The experiment was run twice, on consecutive work days to observe different
mobility scenarios. On each day the following occurred. Users collected a PDA
each from D8.18 at 9:20am and dispersed about their usual daily routine. The
office location of each user was recorded against the PDA taken. This is no
guarantee that the user would spend their time in or near that room. The PDAs
were returned after 1pm when their batteries had been depleted. PDA battery
life was measured in earlier tests to range between 2.5 and 3 hours.
We use our formula from [7] to suggest a good value for our threshold τ .
With 19 nodes this suggests an encounter threshold value of τ = 7. Giving
consideration to the low density distribution of the nodes and the obstacles they
must overcome and low mobility speeds we shall increase this modestly to τ = 8.
Each device was set to send 6 messages. One after every 10 minutes for half
an hour. The first at 9:30 and the last at 10:20. This should subsequently allow
at least 2 hours to distribute the messages.
A summary of the experiment set up can be seen in table 1.
Each PDA would collect statistics on messages sent and received including
timings for encountering other nodes. The following details are recorded by each
node.
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Encounter Node number of device encountered, time of occurrence.
Departure Node number of device departed, time of occurrence.
Originate Message number, time of creation.
Send Message number, message transmission count, time of transmission.
Receive Message number, time of transmission.
This data is used to calculate the following performance figures which are
averaged across the set of all devices.
Coverage the average fraction of messages that are received by the end of the
experiment.
Redundant Broadcasts The number of a broadcasts made, per message, that
do not enlarge the set of nodes that have received the message.
Propagation Time Average time for each message to reach its last destination.
Response Time Average time taken for the protocol to terminate.
Encounter History A representation of a nodes view of the encounters it
experienced over the experiment.
Equipment IBM Thinkpad T30 1
iPAQ 5550 20, 15(Thurs), 14(Fri)
Settings Messages 6 (per node)
Message interval 5 Mins
Beacon Interval 500ms
Neighbourhood Timeout 2500ms
Neighbourhood Threshold 5 beacons
Threshold τ 8
Table 1: Table of Experiment Settings
7 Experiment Results
The performance measure of interest are again coverage, redundant transmissions,
response time and propagation time. In this case however propagation time is
the time taken to reach the maximum coverage achieved, since on no occasion
was a coverage of 1 achieved.
Along side these figures we record the Encounter History of each node. The
EH of for Nodek comprises of a list of encounter and departure times for each
Nodel(l = 0 . . . N, l 6= k) that have been in the neighbour hood of Nodek.
We came across two issues when running the experiment.
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PDA Thursday Friday PDA Thursday Friday
(laptop) 0 D8.18 D8.18 10 T7.06 D8.18
1 T7.11 T7.06 11 T7.12 D8.01
2 T8.14 T7.11 12 T7.07 T10.02
3 T8.25 T8.09 13 D8.04 T8.25
4 T8.25 D8.03 14 T7.14 T7.14
5 T7.08 T10.02 15 D8.18 -
6 T7.12a T8.14
7 T8.09 T8.18 T/D X.Y X=Floor Y=Room
8 T7.05 D8.04 T = Tower D = Daysh
9 T9.18 T1002
Table 2: Table of PDA User’s room allocation
Figure 1: Isometric Plan of Claremont Tower Buildings
9
Figure 2: Floor Plans Floor Claremont Tower Buildings
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1. During the experiment 3 iPAQs failed as their battery was unable to power
them for longer than half an hour.
2. On Thursday 2 users and on Friday 3 users, left the experimental area and
did not return during the experiment.
These nodes are treated as cooperative non members and as such are excluded
from performance figures and statistics.
8 Experimental Performance
8.1 Coverage
The average coverage observed on Thursday’s experiment was 0.64 whilst on
Friday 0.59 was achieved. In the following figures we illustrate coverage in
two different ways: Senders Perspective and Receivers Perspective. These two
performance measures will give us insight into how each node performed. Senders
Perspective Coverage is a measure of how well a node propagated its messages
to other nodes. Receivers Perspective Coverage is a measure of how well a node
received messages from other nodes. We will define these in the next section.
The average Receiver Perspective Coverage across all nodes is identical to the
average Senders Perspective Coverage across all nodes. In an ideal network we
would find that Senders Perspective Coverage and Receiver Perspective Coverage
would also be the same for each node. However due to the asymmetry of radio
ranges we should find that some nodes were more effective at sending data and
others more suited to receiving data. Comparing Receiver Perspective Coverage
and Senders Perspective Coverage will allow us to draw conclusions on the
asymmetry of radio ranges in this experiment.
8.2 Senders Perspective Coverage
Senders Perspective Coverage is a measure of how well a node propagated its
messages to other nodes. We use the term SPC to determine the average senders
perspective coverage per node, and spc to define the average senders perspective
coverage per message. They are calculated as follows.
n = number of messages a node sends
N = number of Nodes
P(Nodek succesfully propagates mi to Nodel) = Pkil
for Nodek sending message mi to Nodel Pkil =
{
1 if Nodel received mi from Nodek
0 otherwise
(1)
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spc =P(Nodek successfully propagates mi to a randomly chosen Node) =
∑N
l=1,l 6=k Pkil
N − 1
(2)
SPC = P(Nodek successfully propagates a random message to a random node) =
∑n
i=1 spc
n
(3)
Senders Perspective coverage per message is calculated in equation 2, averaged
over all messages for a single node is equation 3. The probability of a randomly
chosen node successfully propagating a randomly chosen message to a randomly
chosen node is the average SPC across all nodes which is defined in equation 4.
AverageSPC = P(A random Node successfully propagates a random m to a random Node) =
∑N
k=1 SPC
N
(4)
8.3 Receivers Perspective Coverage
Receivers Perspective Coverage, RPC is a measure of how well a node received
messages from other nodes. We define rpc as the receivers perspective coverage
per message and RPC as the receivers perspective coverage per node. The
equation for rpc is almost identical to that for spc since for a single message
node pairing the probability of successfully receiving is equal to the probability
of successfully propagating. Thus we use Pkil from equation 1 in the calculation
of rpc. Note that all that has changed is k and l are substituted for one another.
rpc =P(Nodel successfully receives mi from a randomly chosen Node) =
∑N
k=1,k 6=l Pkil
N − 1
(5)
RPC = P(Nodek successfully recieves a random message from a random node) =
∑n
i=1 rpc
n
(6)
The average RPC is calculated in Equation 6 using Pkil from Equation 1:
AverageRPC = P(Nodel receives a random m from a random Node) =
∑N
l=1RPC
N
(7)
8.4 Results and Analysis
We will first present figures that illustrate Senders Perspective Coverage. This
performance measure allows us to establish how well encounter propagation
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performed at distributing a particular Node’s messages throughout the network.
We consider the messages from a particular source node. The coverage for each
message is calculated as the average coverage over all nodes except the source.
We plot a stacked bar chart. The total height of the bar represents the SPC
as calculated in equation 3. Each bar is broken into 6 sub-bars one for each
message, each representing spc calculated in equation 2. If a single message has
coverage spc = 1, the sub-bar representing this will show its maximum height of
1/6, a single message coverage of spc = 0.5 will have a bar of height 0.5/6. Thus
when all 6 messages have coverage of spc = 1, therefore sub-bar height of 1/6
the total height of the bar will be 1 and so the total average coverage SPC = 1.
Secondly we will plot the Receivers Perspective Coverage, RPC. This perfor-
mance measure allows us to establish how effective encounter propagation was
at delivering all messages to particular nodes. In these figures the bar height
represents RPC, and each sub bar represents rpc.
Thursday
We begin by looking at the SPC for Thursday in figure 3 The average SPC
observed by nodes in Thursday’s experiment is 0.62. The division of node
and message coverage is as follows. Node0 achieved high coverage on all 6
messages giving Node0 an average coverage of SPC = 0.97. Node14 achieved
only SPC = 0.03 only propagating m0. Node4 has low coverage for all messages
except that message 2 has nearly full coverage. The remaining nodes achieved
good coverage on most messages, averaging coverage of SPC ≈ 0.69. It seems
only natural that Node0 (the laptop), achieve a higher coverage seeing as it has
a transmission power much greater than that of the PDAs.
We now examine the RPC for Thursday’s experiment in figure 4. Node14
now achieves RPC of 0.67 and Node4 has RPC of 0.63. The remaining nodes
are distributed around the range 0.4 . . . 0.8. Interestingly Node0 now only shows
a coverage of RPC = 0.37.
Discussion
Notice the main differences between the two figures. Node0 has considerably
lower RPC than SPC, a fall of 0.6 from SPC = 0.97 to RPC = 0.37 . On
the other hand, node 14 has improved coverage by 0.64 from SPC = 0.03 to
RPC = 0.67 and Node4 from SPC = 0.23 to RPC = 0.37. To summarise
the variation in coverage. Nodes 1, 4, 9, 10 and 14 show a reasonable increase
whilst nodes 0, 2, 6 11 and 13 show a decrease. The remaining nodes 3, 5, 7,
8, 15 only show a small change in coverage. The reduction observed from SPC
to RPC observed on Node0 is likely due to with asynchronous wireless range.
Recall that Node0is an IBM Thinkpad T30 laptop. This model has large radio
antenna along either edge of its screen. From earlier experiments it is obvious
that the range of communication by the laptop is much higher than the PDAs.
Thus beacons from PDAs will only reach the Laptop once within the laptop’s
transmission range. This means that a when the laptop receives a beacon from
13
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Figure 3: Senders Perspective Coverage by node, per message: Thursday
a new Node and therefore detects an encounter, the encountered Node is inside
the transmission range of the laptop. The laptop is therefore is highly likely
to succeed in transmission of any messages it carries. Conversely, PDAs may
receive beacons from the laptop whilst the laptop is outside of their transmission
range and thus when they broadcast messages on encountering the laptop they
are less likely to reach it. This is an example of a communication grey zone,
the PDA is able to detect the laptop, but is unable to transmit data to it. The
increasing and decreasing performance coverage of PDA nodes may be related
to this.
Although examination of encounter histories for each node has not allowed
us to conclusively prove or deny this theory. We propose that the PDAs have
similar wireless range to one another but that the asymmetry in wireless range is
exacerbated by the environmental conditions thus creating transient and fading
network links as nodes move past obstacles that generate reflections or block
signals altogether. Placing a wireless transmitter/receiver next to a large metal
surface like a whiteboard may effectively block out radio communication from
the other side of the white board but also increase the reception from signals on
the same side as the device.
Friday
In Friday’s Experiment Senders Perspective Coverage in figure 5 is a little lower.
An average SPC of 0.59. Node0 this time only achieves a coverage of SPC = 0.69.
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Figure 4: Receivers Perspective Coverage: Thursday
The highest coverage of SPC = 0.83 is achieved by Node 5. All other nodes
show a coverage range between 0.3 . . . 0.7.
The Receivers Perspective Coverage for Friday’s experiment is graphed in
figure 6. Node 0 shows a similar reduction, RPC is 0.42. Most other nodes again
show a coverage range of RPC = 0.3 . . . 0.6.
Discussion
Again we examine the major differences between sending and receiving coverage
graphs. Fridays differences show the expected decrease in performance from SPC
to RPC by Node0 (the laptop) a fall from SPC = 0.69 to RPC = 0.42. We see
the high performing Node5’s coverage fall from SPC = 0.83 to RPC = 0.61.
Summarising these performances again yields three groups of devices. Those
that increase: Nodes 1, 4, 9, 12 and 14 and a set that decrease Nodes 0, 2, 5, 6,
7, and 13. Those that are relatively stable 3, 6, 8, 10, 11.
So here we examine the three distinct groups of results, those that increase
dramatically in coverage SPC to RPC, those that show small differences and
tose that show large reduction of coverage from SPC to RPC. Examining the
encounter histories we see a pattern emerge. Those that have a large increase
from SPC to RPC tend to have frequent short encounters as exemplified by
Node14 on Thursday as shown in figure 7. Those that show little change have
both long and short encounters; Figure 8 shows Node5 on Thursday with such a
pattern. Where we see the large decrease from SPC to RPC we see much longer
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encounters taking place, such is the case with Nodes 0 and 13 on both Thursday
and Friday. Here we show three Encounter History of Node0 on Thursday in
figure 9 which is representative of the category.
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Figure 7: Message History for node 14, (Thursday)
The difference between the coverage of Thursday and Friday’s experiments is
only 0.05. It seems likely that this is caused by natural variation in mobility of
users. Examination of the locations in which nodes were based shows that on
Thursday we have a single node on floor 9. On Friday we have no nodes on floor
9. This would given more separation and thus fewer encounters between nodes
on floor 10 and 8, and could cause reduced performance.
9 Simulated Performance
Using Encounter History for a Mobility Pattern
In a simulation, nodes use mobility patterns to generate a series of time linked
coordinates. As simulation time progresses the simulator steps each node through
its coordinates. Each time a node makes a transmission, the simulator decides if
communication is possible between any pair of nodes. To do this it compares the
coordinates of communicating nodes using a radio model to determine whether
or not two nodes are able to communicate. In our next set of simulations we can
dispense with the radio model as we have a set of Encounter Histories which
tell us exactly when our nodes were able to communicate with one another. As
17
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simulation time increases the encounter and departure events provide a snapshot
of which nodes are able to communicate with one another. In order to capture
figures of theoretical maximum performance, we remove the effects of radio
asymmetry from the simulation. To do this we make each encounter symmetrical.
For example compare encounter histories for Nodes 0 and 14 on Thursday, figures
9 and 7. We can see that Node0 observes two long lived encounters with Node14,
whereas Node14 observes many very short encounters with Node0 during the
same periods. For our simulation we use the union of these encounter histories,
so now both Node0 and Node14 would see two long encounters. Compare Nodes
5 and 14, Node5 encounters Node14 for three brief occasions toward the end of
the experiment. Node14 on the other hand encounters Node5 briefly at the start
and toward the end of the experiment. To take the union of these encounters
both nodes would now see the same set of encounters: one at the start and three
towards the end.
9.1 The Simulation
To further investigate the performance of Encounter Gossip we can use our newly
acquired Encounter History as replacement mobility pattern for each Node in a
simulation. We set up an ideal world simulation to ascertain what the maximum
coverage that could be achieved under this mobility scenario with a range of
different encounter thresholds. In this simulation radio ranges are not used, the
Encounter History data from the experiment is used as a direct indication of
when nodes came into contact with one another. Removing the beacon and
encounter detection and replacing message transmission with immediate passing
of messages. Note: An encounter observed by only one Node in the Encounter
History will be observed by both Nodes in the simulation. During an encounter,
communication is assumed to be collision free in both directions. This in effect
simulates an ideal MAC and PHY layer in which a nodes neighbours are known
to it, and transmission is instantaneous and error free. As such we are effectively
using a real world mobility model.
Performance Measure Thursday Friday
Coverage Observed 0.64 0.59
Simulated 0.92 0.88
Redundant Broadcasts Observed 4.73 4.95
Simulated 6.79 6.34
Response Time (s) Observed 19340 6903
Simulated 8335 3385
Propagation Time (s) Observed 15974 4136
Simulated 4970 1283
Table 3: Table of performance measures at τ = 8, comparing Observed and
Simulated Values
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Figures 10-17 show the performance of the protocol under ideal simulation
using the mobility data obtained from the experiment.
9.1.1 Coverage
Figures 10-11 show the coverage achieved under simulation. Both graphs show a
now familiar curve that increases rapidly as the number of encounters is increased
from 0 to 4 and flattens to almost horizontal by the time 8 encounters are reached.
Table 3 allows us to compare perfomance figures at a glance. Thursday shows
a coverage of 0.92 at 8 encounters, where Friday shows 0.88 a difference of 0.4
which is comparable to that shown in our experimental performance: Thursday
was 0.64, Friday 0.59 a difference of 0.05.
Comparing simulated coverage to the real world experiment coverage we see
an increase in the simulation of 0.28 for Thursday and 0.28 for Friday over the
observed coverage. This indicates the effect of the assumptions made in the
simulation, error free, symmetric transmission of messages. It also allows us to
see the maximum coverage gain that could be achieved in the current scenarios
if an ideal MAC, PHY and encounter detection were developed and used in the
real world.
It is also worth noting that coverage only reaches 0.94 on Thursday and 0.93
on Friday even at 16 encounters. This suggests that in this scenario it is very
unlikely that coverage could ever reach 1 even with infinite encounters as the
network is never totally connected to deliver or receive certain messages.
In this environment it is difficult to calculate an estimate for the simulation
area as it is irregular 3D and theoretically infinite, as users were not physically
restricted to the buildings. It is also impossible to calculate a wireless coverage
for our nodes since the location of the node will severely alter the range and
shape of coverage achievable. We can however compare these results with those
from our initial GloMoSim simulations from [7]. We saw that with a density of
0.5 a a coverage of 0.99 was achieved at 8 encounters and and that coverage of 1
was achieved by 12. This suggests that the density of the real world experimental
network was considerably lower than this. We propose that the mobility of
the nodes is the key factor here; some nodes may be isolated from others for a
majority of the experiment. As we noted earlier when discussing the coverage
losses shown between Thursday and Friday, missing nodes on floor 9 would have
helped to cause longer partitions in the network. In fact it is clear that there are
distinct groupings of nodes that would likely encounter one another frequently.
Those close to one another on any particular floor. And those close to one
another perpendicularly. The separation of the Daysh Building 8th floor from
the Claremont Tower by one floor and a considerable horizontal span containing
external walls would have helped to create another partition.
The simulated performance of our algorithm is much higher than that of our
actual experiment using the same encounter data. This illustrates the effects of
several obstacles:
1. Collisions and other radio effects cause large message loss.
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2. Encounter detection scheme and knowledge of neighbours is not ideal (ie.
Communication Grey Zones not fully compensated for).
We feel it is less likely that collision is the major cause of such drops in
coverage. Assuming all 21 nodes were present and correct, each node beacons
infrequently, every 500ms and with 250ms Jitter. Only 6 messages are initiated
by each od N nodes, 1 every 10 minutes. At a maximum 6N messages can be
in the network, with a maximum of N*τ transmissions of each message. Thus
the maximum number of messages in transmit over the entire experiment is
6 ∗N2 ∗ τ . That is only 126 messages for a sum total of 21168 transmissions as
a maximum. Over the period of the experiment which is approximately 3 hours
that is only 2.3 messages per second, hardly enough to saturate the network.
Although transmissions are restricted mainly to encounters and so transmission
would be bursty.
It is more likely the that encounter detection played a larger part. It is
probable that the radio coverage of each node was not symmetrical due to
differences in power at each node and interference and reflections of transmission
caused by the physical environment. It would be worth exploring the encounter
detection mechanism further and should be investigated in future work. In fact
design of MAC and PHY layers are separate research topics in their own right.
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9.2 Transmission Power, Network Density and Encounter
Frequency
In this section we will examine the scenario to show how challenging the envi-
ronment is when compared with our earlier simulations. In earlier GloMoSim
simulations we have used network density as a parameter to vary through several
experiments. It was found that a higher density produced higher coverage, even
with lower encounter threshold. As we have mentioned earlier, it is impractical
to calculate the density of our real network. Instead, we can observe the average
number of neighbours a given device has over the period of the experiment.
For comparison, we use an earlier vanilla Encounter Gossip GloMoSim scenario.
We test speeds of 1ms−1 and 2ms−1 which are reasonable for human mobility
speeds. To calculate the average number of neighbours for Nodek we sum the
duration of all encounters between Nodek and Nodesj...n (i 6= j) and divide this
by the duration of the simulation. To get an average figure for all nodes we sum
the resultant value for each node and divide by total number of nodes.
Figure 12 plots network density against the number of neighbours. There is a
linear relationship between density and number of neighbours and that the speed
of movement alters the gradient, a higher speed results in a higher gradient. It
follows then that higher average neighbourhood sizes are proportional to higher
densities and should equally produce higher coverage. Also a higher speed causes
a higher neighbourhood size.
It is impossible for us to calculate the actual mobility speeds of the nodes in
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our real world experiment, but since our protocol relies on encounters occurring
at a reasonable rate, we can calculate the encounter frequency from our encounter
histories: Averaging the sum of all encounter intervals over the whole experiment
time. By calculating this performance metric for both real world and the
simulation above we can compare our real scenario against simulation parameters.
Figure 13 shows the relationship between Encounter Frequency and average
number of neighbours. Again this plots GloMoSim data for speeds 1ms−1 and
2ms−1 along with these we also plot the points for our observations from our real
world experiments. We see that this time the frequency of encounters increases
faster than linear, as the average number of neighbours increases. The encounter
frequency achieved by our real world experiments is lower than both simulation
results at these average neighbours. They are most comparable in encounter
frequency to the 1ms−1 simulation curve at 0.5 neighbours. This is indeed a
challenging environment.
9.2.1 Redundant Broadcasts
The number of redundant transmissions made per node per message can be seen
in Figures 14-15. Each shows a linear increase in redundancy, Thursday reaches
7.1 redundant transmissions at 8 encounters and Friday reaches 5.2. This is
similar to earlier GloMoSim results shown in [8, 9]. We also plot the observed
experiment results here for comparison. They are 4.56 and 4.72 respectively,
these values are lower than the simulated values, but this is to be expected as
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coverage was also lower thus fewer messages were being transmitted by fewer
nodes. Redundancy schemes proposed in [8, 9] would likely have little effect here
as the density is so low. It would be prudent to examine other ways for reducing
redundancy.
9.2.2 Timing
The timing graphs are depicted in figures 16 and 17. Propagation time being
the time taken to reach maximum propagation of the message. Response time
is the time taken to stop transmitting the message. These both show that the
time taken to achieve the given coverage is the approximately same after the
increase from 0-2 encounters. In Thursday’s case propagation time is 4970seconds
(1hr, 23mins). On Friday this drops to 1283seconds (18mins), note that this
corresponds to the lower coverage of Friday’s experiment, a coverage of 0.88 rather
than Thursday’s 0.98. The response time in each case increase approximately
in linear fashion after the initial increase. Thursday reaches 8335seconds (2 hr
19 mins) at 8 encounters, where Friday reaches 3385 seconds (56mins). The
experimental results are also plotted here, they are higher than the simulated
results again due to asymmetric message transmission.
We can compare these figures to the timing figures in [7]. Those show that
with a density of 0.5 and mobility of 20ms−1 that at 8 encounters propagation
and response times are between 350seconds and 400seconds. This is lower
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than those observed in our experiment due to a neighbourhood size, speed and
therefore lower density.
Another very interesting observation is that the time to reach maximum
propagation remains virtually constant in both cases. It would be expected that
this time fall as you increase τ . One possible explanation for this is that the
encounters may be more common between the same pairs of nodes. That it is
more likely that a node encounter another node that it has already encountered
than one at random. If this were the case then counter c would reach the
encounter threshold τ early, transmitting the message to fewer new nodes than
it would if each were a random node.
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10 Real World Mobility
The generation of mobility models for simulation of MANETs has been researched
for many years, Camp et al provide a summary of many of these in [3]. The goal
of mobility models developed, has typically been to evaluate the performance of
routing protocols. We have investigated the performance of EG with Random
Way Point (RWP) and Manhattan Grid (MG) models in earlier work. It is clear
however from the simulations in section 9.1 that EG performs differently with
this instance of real world mobility.
A lack of realism is inherent in randomly generated patterns such as RWP
and MG. To introduce realism, different aspects of mobility have been investi-
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gated. A new mobility model using buildings as obstacles to mobility and radio
transmission is proposed in [17]: using Voronoi graphs they derive paths upon
which nodes may move. In [4, 16, 1, 25, 14], research into the inter-encounter
distribution of real world mobility traces and the meaning of this for real world
opportunistic networking is carried out. A common property of many mobility
models found in the literature is that inter-encounter interval is distributed
exponentially. We use this to make our analytical approximation for τ tractable.
In [4] four mobility traces are analysed: two from self run experiments, one
from Dartmouth [14] and one from UC San Diego [25]. It is argued that for all
4 data sets, the tail distribution of inter encounter time is distributed with a
power law of low coefficient; 0.6 or 0.28 data set dependant. The work goes on
to examine the expected transmission delay an algorithm should experience. If
distribution of encounter intervals is distributed with a power law with coefficient
cf :
• cf < 1 no stateless forwarding algorithm can achieve transmission delay
with finite expectation.
• 1 < cf < 2 stateless algorithms that propagate sufficient copies of the
message may succeed
• cf > 2 any stateless algorithm converges.
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Taking these findings into account and also motivated by social networking
theories, new mobility patterns have been developed [26, 10]. Evaluating our
protocols against these new mobility models would be interesting future work.
We plot the inter encounter intervals experienced by nodes in our experiments
in figures 18. . .19. In both experiments we find that the tail of the distribution
of inter encounter intervals is heavier than that of the calculated exponential
distribution. An approximate power law distribution with cf = 2 provides a
much better fit. We have shown therefore that EG provides good coverage even
under a real world experiment with a power law distribution. In the light of this
distribution it may be worth evaluating encounter gossip by simulation using a
mobility model that generates encounters with a power law distribution.
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Chaintreau also plots the encounter durations experienced in his experiment
sets and we provide ours here for completeness in figure 20.
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11 Summary and further work
We have developed a Java implementation of Encounter Gossip and performed
two experiments within a novel environment, the Claremont Tower Complex, a
group of buildings with poor wireless transmission qualities. Results have shown
that the protocol works under this difficult scenario. Whilst performance was not
as high as we might hope there two areas to investigate are identified as to the
cause of the sub ideal performance: message collision and encounter detection
system. We have used Encounter History data gathered from the experiment
to simulate the protocol under a real mobility pattern (identical to that of the
actual experiments) and review the performance that could be achieved with
perfect message transmission. These simulations have shown similar performance
to that of earlier GloMoSim runs although the maximum coverage achieved was
never above 0.92. It has been established that the protocol generates a similar
number of redundant transmissions as found in simulation and so implementation
of some of the optimisation techniques discussed in [8, 9] would be necessary.
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It would make an interesting extension to perform an experiment to discover
how isolated groups of nodes were and to discover what partitions actually exist
over the network.
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